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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the problem of the shortest common or-
dered supersequence. In particular, we consider an explicit reduction
from the problem to the satisfiability problem.
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It is well-known that investigation of diﬀerent regularities can be used to
retrieve various important knowledge (see e.g. [1] – [6]). In particular, diﬀerent
variants of the shortest common supersequence problem play important roles
in data compression and DNA sequencing. In this paper, we consider the
shortest common ordered supersequence problem.
Let Σ = {a1, a2, . . . , am} be a ﬁnite alphabet of letters. We assume that Σ+
is the set of all nonempty strings over Σ. Let S = {Si | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Si ∈ Σ+}.
We assume that the length of a string S is the number of letters in it and is
denoted as |S|. We use S[i] to denote the ith letter in string S, and S[i, j] to
denote the substring of S consisting of the ith letter through the jth letter.
For given two strings S and T over Σ, the string S is a subsequence of T
if there is FS : {1, 2, . . . , |S|} → {1, 2, . . . , |T |} such that FS(i) < FS(j) and
S[l] = T [FS(l)], for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |S| and 1 ≤ l ≤ |S|. We will say that
the string T is an ordered supersequence of S if Si is a subsequence of T , for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and there are FS1 , FS2, . . . , FSn and a permutation σ such that
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if i < j, then FSσ(i)(1) < FSσ(j)(1) and FSσ(i)(|Sσ(i)|) < FSσ(j)(|Sσ(j)|), for all
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
The Shortest Common Ordered Supersequence Problem (SCOS):
Instance: A collection S of strings over Σ and a positive integer k.
Question: Is there a string S such that |S| ≤ k and S is an ordered
supersequence of S?
Theorem. SCOS is NP-complete..
Proof. It is easy to see that SCOS in NP. Let S is a set of strings over
Σ. Let Π = {b1, b2, . . . , b2n}. Let T = {biSibn+i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. By deﬁnition of
ordered supersequence, if T is an ordered supersequence of T , then there is a
permutation σ such that
T = T1bσ(1)T2bσ(2) . . . Tnbσ(n)Tn+1bn+σ(1)Tn+2bn+σ(2) . . . T2nbn+σ(n)T2n+1
and T2 . . . TnTn+1Tn+2 . . . T2n is a supersequence of S. Therefore, there is a
string T such that |T | ≤ k and T is an ordered supersequence of T if and only
if there is a string S such that |S| ≤ k − 2n and S is a supersequence of S.
Since the shortest common supersequence problem is NP-complete (see e.g.
[7]), it is clear that SCOS is NP-hard.
Since SCOS is NP-complete, we need some eﬃcient algorithm to solve the
problem. Note that encoding various hard problems as instances of diﬀerent
variants of the satisﬁability problem and solving them with eﬃcient satisﬁabil-
ity algorithms has caused considerable interest recently (see e.g. [8] – [16]). In
this paper, we consider an explicit reduction from SCOS to the satisﬁability
problem.
Let
ϕ[1] = ∧1≤i≤k ∨1≤j≤m x[i, j],
ϕ[2] = ∧1≤i≤k ∧1≤j[1]<j[2]≤m (¬x[i, j[1]] ∨ ¬x[i, j[2]]),
ϕ[3] = ∧1≤i≤n ∧1≤j≤|Si| ∨1≤s≤ky[i, j, s],
ϕ[4] = ∧1≤i≤n ∧1≤j≤|Si| ∧1≤s[1]<s[2]≤k(¬y[i, j, s[1]] ∨ ¬y[i, j, s[2]]),
ϕ[5] = ∧1≤i≤n ∧1≤j[1]<j[2]≤|Si| ∧1≤s[2]≤s[1]≤k(¬y[i, j[1], s[1]] ∨
¬y[i, j[2], s[2]]),
ϕ[6] = ∧1≤i≤n ∧1≤j≤|Si| ∧1≤s≤k ∧1≤t≤m,
Si[j] =at
(¬y[i, j, s] ∨ ¬x[s, t]),
ϕ[7] = ∧1≤i≤n ∨1≤j≤n z[i, j],
ϕ[8] = ∧1≤i≤n ∧1≤j[1]<j[2]≤n (¬z[i, j[1]] ∨ ¬z[i, j[2]]),
ϕ[9] = ∧1≤i[1]<i[2]≤n ∧1≤j≤n (¬z[i[1], j] ∨ ¬z[i[2], j]),
ϕ[10] = ∧1≤i[1]≤n ∧1≤i[2]≤n ∧1≤j[1]<j[2]≤n ∧1≤s[2]≤s[1]≤k,
1≤t[2]≤t[1]≤k
(¬z[i[1], j[1]] ∨
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¬z[i[2], j[2]] ∨ ¬y[i[1], 1, s[1]] ∨ ¬y[i[2], 1, s[2]] ∨
¬y[i[1], |Si[1]|, t[1]] ∨ ¬y[i[2], |Si[2]|, t[2]]),
ξ = ∧10i=1ϕ[i].
It is easy to check that there is a string S such that |S| ≤ k and S is an
ordered supersequence of S if and only if ξ is satisﬁable. It is clear that ξ is a
CNF. Using standard transformations we can obtain an explicit transformation
ξ into ζ such that ξ ⇔ ζ and ζ is a 3-CNF. Clearly, ζ gives us an explicit
reduction from SCOS to 3SAT.
To obtain optimal solutions of SCOS we use genetic algorithms OA[1] (see
[17]), OA[2] (see [18]), and OA[3] (see [11]) for the satisﬁability problem. We
have used heterogeneous cluster. Each test was runned on a cluster of at least
100 nodes. Note that due to restrictions on computation time (20 hours) we
used savepoints. Selected experimental results are given in Tab. 1.
time average max best
OA[1] 6.48 hr 21.59 hr 8 min
OA[2] 7.14 hr 24.18 hr 4.2 min
OA[3] 4.37 hr 16.15 hr 3.1 min
Table 1: Experimental results for OA[1], OA[2], and OA[3].
Now, we consider some genetic algorithms for SCOS. At ﬁrst, we consider
a relatively standard genetic algorithm GA[1] for solution of SCOS. Let S be a
collection of strings over Σ. Let Sn be the symmetric group over {1, 2, . . . , n}.
We assume that
T = {Tsσs | 1 ≤ s ≤ p, Ts ∈ Σ+, σs ∈ T ⊂ Sn}
is a set of potential solutions of SCOS for S. We consider T as a set of
individual chromosomes. Let q(Tsσs,S) is the largest number such that Sσs(i)
is a subsequence of Ts, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q(Tsσs,S), and there are
FSσs(1) , FSσs(2), . . . , FSσs(q(Tsσs,S))
such that FSσs(i)(1) < FSσs(j)(1) and FSσs(i)(|Sσs(i)|) < FSσs(j)(|Sσs(j)|), for all
i < j where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q(Tsσs,S)}. We use
q(Tsσs,S)
|Ts|
as the ﬁtness function.
During each successive generation, a proportion P of the existing popu-
lation is selected to breed a new generation. We assume that P = 
 |T|
2
.
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Chromosomes are selected by the ﬁtness function. We can use two genetic op-
erators, crossover, mutation. For GA[1], we consider only crossover. Usually,
crossover deﬁnes a part of parent chromosome which used for construction of
child chromosome. We use standard random crossover.
We use a simple genetic algorithm GA[2] to evolve a set of function
F = {∑
β,γ
α(β, γ)xβyγ | α(β, γ) ∈ Q, β ∈ Z, γ ∈ Z}.
We can consider functions from F as ﬁtness functions for GA[1]. In particular,
we assume that x = |Ts| and y = q(Tsσs,S). We use the rate of convergence
of GA[1] with ﬁtness function F ∈ F as the ﬁtness function of GA[2]. GA[1]
with evolved ﬁtness function we denote by GA[3].
Let r(Tsσs,S) is the smallest number such that Sσs(i) is a subsequence of
Ts, for all r(Tsσs,S) ≤ i ≤ n, and there are
FSσs(r(Tsσs,S)), FSσs(r(Tsσs,S)+1) , . . . , FSσs(n)
such that FSσs(i)(1) < FSσs(j)(1) and FSσs(i)(|Sσs(i)|) < FSσs(j)(|Sσs(j)|), for all
i < j where i, j ∈ {r(Tsσs,S), r(Tsσs,S) + 1, . . . , n}. It is clear that we can
assume that x = |Ts|, y = n − r(Tsσs,S) and consider functions from F as
ﬁtness functions for GA[1]. We use the rate of convergence of GA[1] with
ﬁtness function F ∈ F as the ﬁtness function of GA[2]. GA[1] with such
evolved ﬁtness function we denote by GA[4].
We consider a genetic algorithm GA[5] for coevolution of populations of
GA[3] and GA[4]. Let T1,1,T1,2, . . . ,T1,p[1] be a set of populations of p[1]
parallel launched genetic algorithms GA[3]. Let T2,1,T2,2, . . . ,T2,p[2] be a set
of populations of p[2] parallel launched genetic algorithms GA[4]. Let
Ti,j = {Ti,j,sσi,j,s | 1 ≤ s ≤ p, Ti,j,s ∈ Σ+, σi,j,s ∈ Ti,j ⊂ Sn}.
Let
C = {(q[0], q[1], . . . , q[9]) | 0 ≤ q[0] ≤ 1, 1 ≤ q[1] ≤ p[1], 1 ≤ q[2] ≤ p[2],
0 ≤ q[3] ≤ 1, 0 ≤ q[4] ≤ 1, 0 ≤ q[5] ≤ 1,
1 ≤ q[6] ≤ p[1], 1 ≤ q[7] ≤ p[2],
0 ≤ q[8] ≤ 1, 0 ≤ q[9] ≤ 1,
q[0] ∈ Q, q[1] ∈ N , q[2] ∈ N , q[3] ∈ Q, q[4] ∈ Q,
q[5] ∈ Q, q[6] ∈ N , q[7] ∈ N , q[8] ∈ Q, q[9] ∈ Q}
is a set of individual chromosomes of GA[5]. We assume that q[0] is current
ﬁtness of the chromosome. During each successive generation, we select chro-
mosomes
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103 104 105 106
GA[1] 3.26 2.18 1.63 1.58
GA[3] (102) 2.41 1.74 1.37 1.33
GA[3] (104) 2.17 1.53 1.24 1.19
GA[5] (102, 0) 1.39 1.14 1.07 1.066
GA[5] (104, 0) 1.17 1.08 1.039 1.0372
GA[5] (102, 103) 1.072 1.044 1.0273 1.0108
GA[5] (104, 103) 1.053 1.028 1.0145 1.00354
Table 2: Experimental results for diﬀerent genetic algorithms and numbers of
generations.
T1,q[1],q[3]|T1,q[1]|, T2,q[2],q[4]|T1,q[2]|.
Value of q[5] deﬁnes proportions of partitions of selected chromosomes. Two
new chromosomes we use to replace chromosomes
T1,q[6],q[8]|T1,q[6]|, T2,q[7],q[9]|T1,q[7]|.
If ﬁtness of child chromosomes greater than ﬁtness of parent chromosomes,
then q[0] + 1−q[0]
2
is a new value of ﬁtness of (q[0], q[1], . . . , q[9]). If ﬁtness of
parent chromosomes greater than ﬁtness of child chromosomes, then 0.9q[0] is
a new value of ﬁtness of (q[0], q[1], . . . , q[9]). During new run, GA[5] use ﬁnal
population from the previous run.
Note that we can obtain optimal solutions for SCOS using satisﬁability al-
gorithms. This optimal solutions we use to run GA[5] in test mode. During test
mode, we compare solutions of GA[5] and optimal solutions. If GA[5] gives us
a good solution, then q[0]+ 1−q[0]
2
is a new value of ﬁtness of (q[0], q[1], . . . , q[9]),
for any chromosome used in the run. Otherwise, 0.9q[0] is a new value of ﬁtness
of (q[0], q[1], . . . , q[9]), for any chromosome used in the run.
Let T is a solution of some genetic algorithm. Let Topt is an optimal
solution. The value of |T ||Topt| we can use to rate the quality of the genetic
algorithm. Let GA[i](g) is GA[i] with the ﬁtness function after g generations
of GA[2] where i ∈ {3, 4}. Let GA[5](g, t) is GA[5] with GA[3](g) and GA[4](g)
after t rounds of test mode. Selected experimental results for diﬀerent genetic
algorithms are given in Tab. 2.
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